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3
FCS-BID-NPL-

04
Note5

 In case any one of these prequalified bidders propose 
to add any other siding, then additional documents as 
under are to be furnished for the new siding:
a. Declaration of loading siding (Annexure-XIV)
b. Approval / permission for storage of coal and 
undertaking as per Annexure-XVIII
c. Consent from owner of storage location for stacking 
of coal as per Annexure-XX with extended validity. 

1. Restrict prequalified bidders from adding sidings 
that were used by other prequalified bidders under 
Tender Ref. NPL/Road Mode/2018-19/031
2. Restrict prequalified bidder to use only the sidings 
that they have quoted under Tender Ref. NPL/Road 
Mode/2018-19/031 and not add any other sidings

Provisions of bid document will prevail

5
FCS-BID-NPL-

16
14.1.4

The firm should place the indent for rakes not later 
than 48 hrs after lifting of quantity equivalent to one 
rake qty. Indents may also be placed in advance.

Clause may be deleted as there may be various 
reasons beyond the control of the bidder such as 
delay in EDRM permission after lifting of coal may take 
more than 48 hrs

The firm should place the indent for rakes not 
later than 48 hrs after availability of lifting 
certificate for quantity equivalent to one rake. 
Indents may also be placed in advance, if 
feasible.

6
 FCS-BID-
NPL-10 

8.8

Required amount under SD has to be remitted within 
7 days of NPL communicating
its decision to allocate a particular quantity to a 
Contractor. Post receipt of SD and based on
confirmation by SECL regarding allocating specific 
grade from specific mine as required by
NPL, NPL will proceed with issue of DO which may be 
assigned to the Contractor who has
facilitated the allocation and issue of DO.

May please also consider that Required amount under 
SD shall be remitted within 15 days of NPL 
communicating its decision to allocate a particular 
quantity to a contractor. 

Provisions of bid document will prevail

7
 FCS-BID-
NPL-10 

8.9

Security Deposit (including CPS) will be capped at a 
maximum of Rs. 10 Cr irrespective
of the quantity of coal allocated to the Contractor. 
Security Deposit will be progressively
returned/ rolled over based on dispatch of RoM coal. 

Security Deposit (including CPS) may please be capped 
at a maximum of Rs. 5 Cr, as amount of Rs 10 Crores 
is on very higher side.

Provisions of bid document will prevail

8
FCS-BID-NPL-

12
10.2

Para-2

Contractor will be responsible for facilitating smooth 
transfer of linkage coal from Korba to
CIC in case of risk of lapsing in Korba due to 
production constraints. 

May please consider, In case of risk of lapsing in Korba 
due to production constrain, contractor shall facilitate 
transfer of linkage coal from Korba to CIC or Raigarh

Provisions of bid document will prevail
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